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Radiation-reaction effect and radiation trapping of electrons.
In extreme laser fields, the radiation damping force36–38
! exerting"
on # electrons could be$ expressed as f d ¼ " 2e4 =3m2e c4
2
2
g2e b ðE þ b$BÞ " ðE ' bÞ , where e is the charge unit, me is
the electron mass, and b is the normalized electron velocity by the
light speed in vacuum c, B and E are the magnetic and electric
fields. Here we keep only the main term proportional to g2e in the
strong relativistic case. It is shown that the damping force fd
becomes significant enough to compensate for the Lorenz force
fL ¼ q(E þ b $ B), under laser intensity 41022 W cm " 2, and it
has to be taken into account in modelling laser–plasma
interaction. As a result, the electron motion is profoundly
altered. Instead of being scattered off transversely, electrons are
trapped inside the laser field and perform extreme oscillations in
the laser polarization direction. This is the radiation trapping
effect39,40, which could lead to efficient synchrotron-like g-ray
emission. However, the simple test electron model39 suggests a
threshold laser amplitude required to enter this regime, that is,
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NCD plasmas at the laser axis, which are accelerated by the
−
intense laser fields. When the g-photons collide with theefocused
counter-propagating laser waves from another direction, e " e þ
pairs are efficiently produced via the multi-photon BW process. A
positron beam produced in one NCD plasma can interact with
the electron beam accelerated in the other NCD plasma, behaving
like a microscopic e " e þ collider.
Electron
beam the feasibility of the scheme by using
Here
we demonstrate
full 3D PIC code EPOCH with QED effects incorporated
(see Methods). To benchmark the simulation results, we also
perform a series of reference simulations using the QED-PIC
code Virtual Laser–Plasma Lab. (VLPL37,41), which can
reproduce the main results
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How to produce e−e+ pairs from PW laser interaction with
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(i) accelera-on
of foil electrons
by an intense
laser ﬁeld to high Lorentz
factors;
Analytical
model
(multi-dimensional
cases
)
(ii) gamma-ray emission by the accelerated electrons quivering in the laser
onCompton
cascade
particle
ﬁelds; Based
(nonlinear
scaZering
anddynamics
electron recoil process)
(iii) ﬁeld-assisted photon decay into electron–positron
via Breit-Wheeler
A. M. Fedotov et pairs
al., PRL.
105, 080402 (2010).
process; (mul-- or single-photon Breit-Wheeler (BW) process)
F. Bashmakov
POP
21,their
013105 (2014).
(iv) gamma-ray emission by the newlyV.
created
par-clesetasal.,
they
lose
transverse energy through synchrotron emission;
(v) further pair
produc-on andNo
gamma-ray
emission
via steps (iii) and (iv).
Assumption:
particle
leakage
QED eﬀects become important when the quantum dynamical parameter χe,γ
approaches or
becomes
thanof
unity.
Ne0
: thelarger
number
foil electrons in the laser focus;
Mul--dimensional simula-ons were performed with the QED-PIC code
N this
: work.
the number of produced electrons and positrons;
EPOCH to studye+p

N:

the number of produced energetic photons;

Dense pair plasma and γ-ray burst generation
foil electrons

γ-photons

positrons

SpaPal density
(a)

(c)

(e)

SpaPal energy
(b)

(d)

(f)

---a) singe laser foil interaction
• Aluminum with thickness
of L = 1 μm and ini-al
density proﬁle of 710nc
• Linearly p-polarized lasers
at intensity of 4 × 1023 W/
cm2 with focused spot size
of 1 μm (peak power 12.5
PW).
• Transversely superGaussian spa-al proﬁle
and constant temporally
proﬁle.
• The data are recorded at
the moment of t = 30 fs.
• The units of density and
energy are m-3 and Joule,
respec-vely.

Dense pair plasma and γ-ray burst generation
foil electrons SpaPal density
(a)

---b) counter-propagating laser foil interaction
SpaPal energy
• About 20% of the laser
(b)
energy is converted into γrays and it is three -mes
higher than that in the case
of one-side irradia-on.

γ-photons
(c)

positrons

(e)

(d)

(f)

• Dense electron-positron
plasmas are simultaneously
generated with a maximum
density of 6 × 1027 /m3,
which is eighkold denser
compared to the one-side
irradia-on.
• Such enhancement is due
to the symmetrical
compression of the foil
target, and the forma-on
of electric poten-al and
standing wave around the
target.

Enhanced pair plasma production in the relativistic
transparency regime
A CH foil (fixed thickness of 1µm) illuminated by two counter-propagating, p-polarized
laser pulses (I = 4×1023 W/cm2, i.e. 12.5 PW, a0=540) from both sides

ne=280nc

ne=710nc

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

ne=280nc
The foil is transparent to the incident lasers
Stable standing wave (SW) is directly formed by
the counter-propagaPng laser pulses
Lower photon density but higher positron
density
Bunched positrons in space due to the SW ﬁelds

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

ne=710nc
The foil is opaque to the incident
lasers
No stable SW is formed
Higher photon density but lower
positron density
Positrons dispersed in space

Enhanced pair plasma production in the relativistic
transparency regime

Fr,l = (Ey ± Bz)/2

ne0 = 280nc

ne0 = 710nc
l The hole-boring stage terminates at
5.7T0 and the onset of transparency
begins at 6T0, which leads to a
transient SW

Right-propagating
components

l A visible interruption of laser
propagation occurs until 12T0, the
plasma remains opaque during the
interaction stage

Left-propagating
components

t = 13.25T0
6.1×1010

0.53
0.15

1.65×1010

The laser energy
conversion to e−e+
pairs in the relativistic
transparency regime
can increase four
times compared to
that in the opaque
regime

Enhanced
pair
plasma
production
in
the
relativ
Enhanced pair plasma production in the relativistic
transparency
transparency
regimeregime
dashed line: 𝑎 = 540, 𝜆 = 1𝜇𝑚, 𝜔 = 𝜔 , 𝑛

= 280𝑛

solid line: 𝑎 = 270, 𝜆 = 0.5𝜇𝑚, 𝜔 = 2𝜔 , 𝑛

= 70𝑛
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= 3.08 × 10 m

, 𝑇 = 2𝑇 = 6.66𝑓𝑠

single-frequency

Double-frequency
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T = 30T0
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Ø The early formation of SW fields enhances
+ pair
single-frequency the followingThe
photon
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and e−eof
early
formation
SW f
production;
the following photon emissio
Ø The efficient acceleration of charged particles
production;
by fundamental
frequency lasers will
efficient
acceleration
enlarges the The
pair production
probability;

The plasma becomes relativistic transparency approximately
one laser cycle earlier at double-frequency

particles
by fundamental
With relatively
short durations,
such as 9T0, fr
will enlarges
themore
pair suitable
producti
the double frequency
lasers are
for pair production. For longer durations, such
relatively
shortlasers
duration
as 30T0, theWith
fundamental
frequency
are
the double frequency lasers ar
more beneficial.

The development of QED cascades
A CH foil with ne = 280nc illuminated by two
counter-propaga-ng, p-polarized laser
pulses from both sides
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² The number of electron-positron pairs and gamma-photons grows rapidly as
the laser intensity reaches a few 1023 W/cm2.
² However, the rapid increase is replaced by much slower growth when the
laser intensity is higher than 1024 W/cm2.

An analy-cal model to describe QED cascade
development in foils irradiated with
intense lasersWork
2. Research
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a) QED cascade saturation
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Analytical model (multi-dimensional cases)
Based on cascade particle dynamics
A. M. Fedotov et al., PRL. 105, 080402 (2010).
V. F. Bashmakov et al., POP 21, 013105 (2014).

the number of foil electrons in the laser focus;
the number of produced electrons and positrons;
the number of produced energetic photons;
the cascade growth rate;
pair production probability;
photon emission probability;
temporally averaged cascade growth rate.

+𝑁
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𝑁

≃ 0.5 𝑁 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝛤 𝑡 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝛤 𝑡
𝑁 Γ
𝑁 ≃
𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝛤 𝑡 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝛤 𝑡
4𝑊
𝛤 = 0.5𝑊

Due to radia-ve trapping and
Assumption: No particle leakage pair plasma compression
Ne0:
Ne+p:
Nγ:
𝛤:
Wpair:
Wγ:
𝛤:

𝑁

(

−𝑁

8𝑊
+ 1 − 1)
𝑊

QED-PIC simulation
𝑊
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𝛿𝑁
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2
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(
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8𝑊
+ 1 − 1)
𝑊

QED cascade satura-on
How does QED cascade get saturated?

A foil illuminated by two counter-propaga-ng
QED-strong laser pulses from both sides

l Efficient laser energy absorption and then
rapid depletion of the incoming laser pulses
l Overdense pair plasma generation which in
turn impedes the laser energy absorption
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² The analy-cal model works well when
describing QED cascades in foils.
² The simula-on results also valid the
predic-on from A. M. Fedotov et al. Phys.
Rev. LeZ. 105, 080402 (2010).
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Weak-ﬁeld regime:
insigniﬁcant QED
cascades eﬀect.
Transi-on point:
Itp ~ 1.1I24, where
I24 = 1024 W/cm2

Scaling law:
Γ+ ~ exp(-1.1I24/I0)

Plasma compression and dense jet forma-on
I0 = 4 ×

1023

W/cm2

t = 10 T0

t = 13 T0

Radia-ondominated regime:
Radia-on trapping

I0 = 1.2 × 1024 W/cm2
QED plasmadominated regime:
Plasma
compression
towards the center
Density maps of the created positrons (contour proﬁle) and longitudinal proﬁles of the
normalized electric ﬁelds Ey at y = 0 (solid line) at t = 10T0 [(a), (d)] and t = 13T0 [(b), (e)].

Plasma compression and dense jet forma-on
Positron

I0 = 1.2 × 1024 W/cm2

+1.5

−1.5

−1.5

+1.5

BW electron

Plasma compression and dense jet forma-on
SpaPotemporal density evoluPons at y = 0
I0 = 4 × 1023 W/cm2

Lower intensi-es:
1. Pairs are collected in the
vicinity of the electric
nodes;
2. Photons propagates
outward from the iniPal
thin-foil locaPon.
I0 = 1.2 × 1024 W/cm2

Higher intensi-es:
1. The bunches from outer
region are compressed
towards the center
2. They collide with
reﬂected laser pulses and
and then iniPate QED
cascades once again.

Plasma compression and dense jet forma-on
t = 10 T0

t = 13 T0

t = 10 T0

t = 13 T0

Foil electrons

Positrons

I0 = 1.6 × 1024 W/cm2

I0 = 2.4 × 1024 W/cm2

l High-ﬁeld phenomena such as pair plasma compression and the consequent
e−e+ jet forma-on have also been observed in more realis-c 3D simula-ons.
l Due to an addi-onal plasma expansion along the z dimension the density of
the compressed electron and positron bunches does not rise as fast as in the
2D case

a) Sketch map of the laser foil interaction and diagnosis points of the harmonics emission. The coordinates of A, B and C po
5, 0) and (4.5, 0) respectively. The green region, locating from 4.7 to 4.8 m in x direction and from 0.5 to 0.5 m in y di
iagnose the positron average density in section 5. (b), (c) Spatiotemporal evolutions of target electron (b) and positron (c) d
24 W/cm
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axis. (d) Spatial distribution of positron density at
normalized
electric ﬁeld E y on y 0 axis.
12.5T
0 and
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× 10

HG in the QED plasma dominated regime
0

SpaPotemporal evoluPons

Temporal evoluPons

Spectra

a) Spatiotemporal evolution of left propagating EM ﬁeld ((E y Bz ) /2 ) on y 0 axis. Dashed lines denote the three d
l1. The
3rd and
5th harmonic
components
are visibly
gure
(b) Temporal
evolutions
of left propagating
ﬁelds at detection
pointsobserved.
A, B and C. (c) Spectra of left propagatin
those points.

l The high order component appears at a later interac-on stage, which implies
theis
transverse
electric and magnetic ﬁelds. It can be se
ntensities
the simulation
I HG
4 happens
10 23 W cmas2, the
thattothe
QED process
fully excited.

at such kind of harmonic components disappear,
ans that the current HG is quite different from what
lly observes in normal relativistic laser plasma

most of the laser pulse cannot transmit through the
density plasma layers formed in the central region. In s
temporal evolutions of left propagating ﬁelds and th

HG in the QED plasma dominated regime
Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 60 (2018) 044011
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I0 = 1.6 × 1024 W/cm2
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p-polarized

I0 = 4.0 × 1023 W/cm2
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laser intensity
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W cm , respectively.
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Figure 4. (a) Spatiotemporal evolution of positron density on y
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0 axis for the case without QED cascade process. (b) FFT spectra of left

propagating ﬁelds at points A, B and C.

l As the QED cascade process was artificially switched off, all the

simulation we turned off the QED cascade channel. We only cases are shown. Before t 10T0 the evolutions for the two
components
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andshow
onlysimilar
some
high Afrequency
noise(2ω)
behavior.
double-frequency
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production of the
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generation
of e e in
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the laser target electrons component of is seen in both cases as shown in ﬁgure 5(d),
remains
thefrom
spectra.
interaction reserves, however, the succeeding cascade process which is mainly due to the 2ω component of the longitudinal
is switched off. So technically the photons with Gp 2 do not ponderomotive force of the driver lasers. Combined with the
generate e e pairs (see also in ﬁgure 5(e)). In this case, the one ω component evolution of vy , both of the two terms
pair number as well as its spatial density has a sharp decrease (vy / t and vy / t ) contribute to the 3rd component peak
as shown in ﬁgure 4(a). Accordingly, the density oscillation in ﬁgure 5(b).
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terms for the harmonics generation. The contribution terms are averaged within the green square region labeled in ﬁgure 1(a). (c) Temporal
evolution of average positron density within the green square region labeled in ﬁgure 1(a) for the cases with QED cascade on (black line) and
off (red line). (d) FFT of the corresponding lines in (c). (e) Generation order spectra of positrons for the cases with the QED cascade on (black
squares) and off (red squares) at t 12.5T0. The QED cascade is turned on for the ﬁgures (a) and (b).
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Conclusion
•

High-field QED plasma generation and its dynamics has been attracting
great interest due to fundamental physics studies and potential
applications.

•

Enhanced dense pair plasma production has been investigated through
EPOCH simulations.

•

A scaling of QED cascade growth with laser intensity is found, which
shows clear cascade saturation above threshold intensity of ~ 1024 W/cm2,
which is reachable by upcoming 10PW laser facilities.

•

Nonlinear plasma dynamics, including pair plasma compression and
harmonics generation, is demonstrated in the cascade saturation regime.
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